Study of Simple Immunohistochemical Cytocolorimetric Assay Application for More Accurate Assessment of Prognosis in Patients with Pituitary Adenomas.
Immunohistochemistry is a basic diagnostic technique. Immunohistochemical examination results reflect mainly qualitative and less quantitative characteristics of proteomic status of cells. A combined approach with complex quantitative evaluation of marker expression using colorimetric analysis and computer technologies can expand the diagnostic capabilities of immunohistochemistry. We studied such an approach developed by using expression of the proliferative marker Ki-67 in pituitary adenomas. A retrospective, blind, randomized, comparative study was performed of Ki-67 expression activity in pituitary adenomas using the traditional Ki-67 labeling index and a simple immunohistochemical cytocolorimetric analysis developed by us with immunohistochemical cytocolorimetric index (ICI) estimation as predictors of relapse, assessing the relationships of these indicators with the time before relapse. Mean Ki-67 labeling index was 3.87% ± 0.29% in the relapse-free group and 4.01% ± 0.29% in the relapse group; the difference was not statistically significant. The average Ki-67 ICI was 24.16% ± 0.51% in the relapse-free group and 30.68% ± 0.64% in the relapse group; the difference was statistically significant. The correlation coefficient of ICI values and time before relapse was -0.302, indicating the presence of a weak negative correlation. We successfully tested an ICI estimation method developed by us to assess Ki-67 expression in pituitary adenomas. The ICI technique can be used both as a prognostic factor for relapse and, in combination with other modern proteomic and genetic methods, as the basis for creation of new multimodal analyzing systems for functional state assessment of cells and tissues.